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1. Introduction
In the paper we only consider simple weighted graphs with a positive weight set. Let G be a
weighted graph with vertex set {v1, v2, . . . , vn}, edge set E(G) /= ∅ and weight setW(G) = {wj > 0 :
j = 1, 2, . . . , |E(G)|}. The function wG : E(G) → W(G) is called a weight function of G. It is obvious
that each weighted graph corresponds to a weight function. For convenience, deﬁne wG(uv) = 0
if uv /∈ E(G). Then G may be regarded as a weighted graph with a nonnegative weight set, where
uv ∈ E(G) if andonly ifwG(uv) > 0. So theadjacencymatrixofG is then × nmatrixA(G) = (wG(vivj)).
The weight of vi, denoted by wG(vi), is the sum of weights of all edges incident to vi in G. Let
W(G) = diag(wG(v1), wG(v2), . . . , wG(vn)) be the diagonal matrix of vertex weights of G. Then the
Laplacian matrix of G is L(G) = W(G) − A(G).

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Since both A(G) and L(G) are real symmetric matrices, their eigenvalues are all real numbers. It is
easy to see that their largest eigenvalues are positive numbers. We call their largest eigenvalues the
adjacent and Laplacian spectral radius of G, denoted by ρ(G) and μ(G), respectively.
Twoweighted graphs G andH are called isomorphic, denoted by G = H, if there is a bijection f from
V(G) to V(H) such that ab ∈ E(G) if and only if f (a)f (b) ∈ E(H), andwG(ab) = wH(f (a)f (b)) for each
ab ∈ E(G). The degree of vertex v of G, denoted by dG(v), is the number of edges incident to v in G. v is
called a pendant vertex of G if dG(v) = 1. The degree sequence (d1, d2, . . . , dn) of G is the sequence of
(vertex) degrees ordered, say, in a non-increasing way. All other concepts and notations not given in
the paper are standard terminology of graph theory (see, for example, [1]).
An unweighted graph is a weighted graph with each of the edges bearing weight 1. Many recent
results provide upper and lower bounds for the adjacent and Laplacian spectral radius of unweighted
graphs with given some information of graphs such as the matching number, independence number,
maximum degree, pendant vertices number or entire degree sequence, etc. (see, for example, [2–9]).
Let Θ(d1, d2, . . . , dn) be the set of unweighted connected graphs with a given degree sequence
(d1, d2, . . . , dn). The Brualdi–Solheid problem (BSP for short) put forward the determination of graphs
maximizing the adjacent spectral radius in a given set of graphs. ForΘ(d1, d2, . . . , dn), the BSP has not
been solved in general but has some results for some special graphs such as trees and unicyclic graphs
[8,10]. Moreover, for the special cases of caterpillars [11] and cycles with spikes [12] the similar results
to those of [8,10] also have been obtained.
There isnowanextensive literature that investigates the spectrumof adjacentor Laplacianmatrixof
weightedgraphs. Inparticular,muchattention is focusedon investigating theupperboundsof adjacent
or Laplacian spectral radius of weighted graphs (see, for example, [13–17]). For some special weighted
graphs, say, weighted trees, there are also some literatures that investigate the similar problem to BSP,
i.e., they have determined the weighted trees with the largest adjacent or Laplacian spectral radius in
the set of all weighted trees with a given positive weight set and some information of graphs such as
diameter, pendant vertex number and so on [18–20].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Let Γ (Dn,Wn) denote the set of all weighted
treeswith a given degree sequenceDn = (d1, d2, . . . , dn) such that d1  d2  · · · dn and a given posi-
tive weight setWn = {w1, w2, . . . , wn−1}. In Section 2, we determine the (unique) weighted tree with
the largest adjacent spectral radius in Γ (Dn,Wn). In Section 3, we determine the (unique) weighted
treewith the largest Laplacian spectral radius inΓ (Dn,Wn).Moreover,we also determine theweighted
trees with the largest adjacent and Laplacian spectral radius in the sets of all weighted trees with a
ﬁxed positive weight set and a ﬁxed maximum degree or a ﬁxed pendant vertex number and so on.
2. On the weighted trees with the largest adjacent spectral radius
For any weighted graph G, since A(G) is nonnegative, there is a nonnegative eigenvector corre-
sponding to ρ(G). In particular, when G is connected, A(G) is irreducible and by the well-known
Perron–Frobenius Theorem (see, for example, [21]), ρ(G) is simple and there is a unique positive unit
eigenvector. We shall refer to such an eigenvector x as the adjacent Perron vector of G and denote the
component corresponding to the vertex v of G by xv (xv is called ρ-weight of vwith respect to x in [10]).
The following are three results about the perturbations of adjacent spectral radius of weighted
graphs [18]. The second one, Lemma 2.2, is a generalization about the perturbation known as the
rotation or shifting of unweighted graphs, the third one, Lemma 2.3, is a generalization about the
perturbation known as the switching of unweighted graphs (see, for example, [8,12]).
Lemma 2.1. Let uv and ab be distinct edges of a connected weighted graph G and let x be the adjacent
Perron vector of G. For 0 < δ wG(uv), let G1 be the weighted graph obtained from G such that
wG1(uv) = wG(uv) − δ, wG1(ab) = wG(ab) + δ,
wG1(e) = wG(e), e ∈ E(G) − {ab, uv}.
If xuxv  xaxb, then ρ(G) < ρ(G1).
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Lemma 2.2. Let u and v be two distinct vertices of a connected weighted graph G. Let u1, u2, . . . , us(ui /=
v, s /= 0) be some vertices of NG(u)\NG(v) and let x be the adjacent Perron vector of G. Let G2 be the
weighted graph obtained from G by deleting the edges uuj and adding the edges vuj such that
wG2(vuj) = wG(uuj), wG2(e) = wG(e), e /= uuj, j = 1, 2, . . . , s.
If xv  xu, then ρ(G) < ρ(G2).
Lemma 2.3. Letuv, ab, ubandavbedistinct edgesof aweightedconnectedgraphGand let x be theadjacent
Perron vector of G. For 0 < δ wG(uv) and 0 < θ wG(ab), let G3 be the weighted graph obtained from
G such that
wG3(uv) = wG(uv) − δ, wG3(ub) = wG(ub) + δ, wG3(ab) = wG(ab) − θ ,
wG3(av) = wG(av) + θ , wG3(e) = wG(e), e ∈ E(G) − {uv, ab, ub, av}.
If (xb − xv)(δxu − θxa) 0, then ρ(G) ρ(G3), and with the equality ρ(G) = ρ(G3) if and only if xb =
xv and δxu = θxa.
Assume that TM is a weighted tree in Γ (Dn,Wn) with the largest adjacent spectral radius and
always suppose that x is the adjacent Perron vector of TM . We also assume that n 4 (otherwise, TM is
a weighted star, so the problem is trivial).
The following result is a corollary of Lemma 2.1, whichwill be used to compare theweights of edges
of TM by means of the adjacent Perron vector of TM .
Lemma 2.4. Let ab and uv be two distinct edges of TM.
(1) If xaxb  xuxv, then wTM (ab)wTM (uv).
(2) If wTM (ab) > wTM (uv), then xaxb > xuxv.
(3) If xaxb = xuxv, then wTM (ab) = wTM (uv).
Proof. It is easy to see that (2) and (3) can be immediately deduced from (1). Hence we only prove
(1). Assume that wTM (ab) < wTM (uv). Put δ = wTM (uv) − wTM (ab) and let T ′ be the weighted tree
obtained from TM such that
wT ′(ab) = wTM (ab) + δ, wT ′(uv) = wTM (uv) − δ, wT ′(e) = wTM (e), e /= ab, uv,
namely T ′ is the weighted tree obtained from TM by exchanging the weights of edges ab and uvwhile
making the weights of other edges unchanged. Then T ′ ∈ Γ (Dn,Wn), and by Lemma 2.1, ρ(T ′) >
ρ(TM), a contradiction with the choice of TM . 
Lemma 2.5. Let P be a path of TM and let a, b, u, v be four serial distinct vertices of P such that ab, uv ∈
E(TM). Then
(1) (xu − xb)(wTM (ab)xa − wTM (uv)xv) 0. In addition, xu=xb if and only ifwTM (ab)xa=wTM (uv)xv.
(2) (xv − xa)(wTM (ab)xb − wTM (uv)xu) 0. In addition, xv=xa if and only ifwTM (ab)xb=wTM (uv)xu.
Proof. We only prove (1). Assume the contrary, that is
(xu − xb)(wTM (ab)xa − wTM (uv)xv) > 0,
or that only one between xu=xb andwTM (ab)xa=wTM (uv)xv holds. Take θ = wTM (ab), δ = wTM (uv).
Let T ′ be the weighted tree obtained from TM such that
wT ′(ab) = wTM (ab) − θ , wT ′(au) = wTM (au) + θ , wT ′(uv) = wTM (uv) − δ,
wT ′(vb) = wTM (vb) + δ, wT ′(e) = wTM (e), e ∈ E(TM)\{ab, uv},
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i.e., T ′ is the weighted tree obtained from TM by deleting the edges ab, uv and adding the edges
au, vb such that wT ′(au) = wTM (ab), wT ′(vb) = wTM (uv). Then T ′ ∈ Γ (Dn,Wn), and from Lemma
2.3, ρ(T ′) > ρ(TM), a contradiction with the choice of TM . 
Lemma 2.6. LetP = z1z2 · · · zs beapathof TM such thatdTM (z1) = dTM (zs) = 1andzizi+1 ∈ E(TM), i =
1, 2, . . . , s − 1. Assume that there are two vertices zr and zl(r < l) with xzr = xzl . Then xzr+1 = xzl−1 for
l − r  3 and xzr−1 = xzl+1 for r > 1 and l < s.
Proof. First assume xzr+1 /= xzl−1 for l − r  3. Without loss of generality, assume xzr+1 > xzl−1 .
Write a = zr , b = zr+1, u = zl−1, v = zl . Then xaxb > xuxv. By Lemma 2.4(1), we have that wTM (ab)
wTM (uv). If wTM (ab) > wTM (uv), then
xa = xv, wTM (ab)xb > wTM (uv)xu. (2.1)
If wTM (ab) = wTM (uv), then
xb > xu, wTM (ab)xa = wTM (uv)xv. (2.2)
Both (2.1) and (2.2) contradict with the additional claims of Lemma 2.5. Therefore, we have xzr+1 =
xzl−1 .
Next assume xzr−1 /= xzl+1 for r > 1 and l < s. Without loss of generality, assume xzr−1 > xzl+1 .
Let a = zr−1, b = zr , u = zl, v = zl+1. Then xaxb > xuxv. By Lemma 2.4(1), we have that wTM (ab)
wTM (uv). If wTM (ab) > wTM (uv), then
xb = xu, wTM (ab)xa > wTM (uv)xv. (2.3)
If wTM (ab) = wTM (uv), then
xa > xv, wTM (ab)xb = wTM (uv)xu. (2.4)
Both (2.3) and (2.4) contradict with the additional claims of Lemma 2.5. Therefore, we have xzr−1 =
xzl+1 . 
In order to characterize TM we need some concepts deﬁned in [8]. To make the paper more self-
contained, we will introduce them for a tree T . By means of breadth-ﬁrst search a well-ordering of the
vertices of T can be determined as follows: choose a vertex v1 of T and create a sorted list of vertices
beginning with v1; append all neighbors v2, v3, . . . , vdT (v1)+1 of v1 sorted by decreasing degrees; then
append all neighbors of v2 that are not already in this list; continue recursively with v3, v4, . . . until all
vertices of T are processed. In this way we build a well-ordering of the vertices of T and some layers,
where each vertex v in layer i has distance i − 1 from root v1 which we call its height, denoted by h(v).
Moreover, v in layer i is adjacent to the unique vertex w in layer i − 1. We call w the parent of v and v
a child of w.
Let T be a weighted tree with vertex set V , edge set E and positive weight set W . Then a well-
ordering ≺ of the vertices of T is called the weighted breadth-ﬁrst search ordering with decreasing
Fig. 1. An example of the WBFD-tree in Γ (D19 , W19).
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degrees and weights (WBFD-ordering for short) if the following holds for all vertices v, u ∈ V and
all edges uv, ab ∈ E:
(C1) if u1 ≺ u2 then v1 ≺ v2 for all children v1 of u1 and v2 of u2, respectively;
(C2) if v ≺ u then dT (v) dT (u);
(C3) if u ≺ v, a ≺ b and u ≺ a then wT (uv)wT (ab).
A weighted tree is called aWBFD-tree if its vertices has aWBFD-ordering. For a given degree sequence
and positive weight set, from (C1) and (C2) it is easy to see that theWBFD-tree is uniquely determined
up to isomorphism.
Example. Let a(k) =
k︷ ︸︸ ︷
a, a, . . . , a. In Fig. 1, theWBFD-tree inΓ (D19, W19) is displayed,where the number
on each edge denotes the weight corresponding to the edge, the number in each cycle denotes the
position corresponding to the vertex in the WBFD-ordering ≺, while
D19 = (4(2), 3(4), 2(3), 1(10)), W19 = {1, 2, 3, . . . , 18}.
The following is one of main results in this paper.
Theorem 2.7. TheWBFD-tree is the unique graph inΓ (Dn,Wn)having the largest adjacent spectral radius.
Proof. Create anordering≺of vertices in TM bybreadth-ﬁrst search as follows: choose a vertex v1 of TM
with the largest component in x as root layer 1; append all neighbors v2, v3, . . . , vdTM (v1)+1 of v1 to the
list ordered list; these neighbors are ordered such that u ≺ v if xu  xv (note that the ordering between
u and v may be arbitrary if xu = xv); then continue recursively for all v2, v3, . . . until all vertices of G
are processed. So we get a rooted tree TM with the root v1. The following Claim 1 is obvious.
Claim 1. The ordering ≺ satisﬁes (C1).
Claim 2. If α ≺ β then xα  xβ .
We prove this result step by step by the following three claims.
Claim 2.1. If h(α) = h(β) then xα  xβ .
Assume xα < xβ . Let P be a longest path of TM containing α and β . Write
P = z1z2 · · · zr · · · zl · · · zs,
where zr = α, zl = β , z1 and zs are two pendant vertices of TM . Since the vertices of the same layer
in TM are not adjacent, by h(zr) = h(zl), it is easy to see that the number l − r + 1 of vertices on P
between zr and zl , including zr and zl , is odd. If zr+1 /= zl−1, then by the assumption xzr < xzl and
Lemma 2.6 we have xzr+1 /= xzl−1 . If xzr+1 > xzl−1 , then set v = zr , u = zr+1, b = zl−1, a = zl . So by
Lemma 2.5, we get
(xu − xb) (wTM (ab)xa − wTM (uv)xv
)
 0, (2.5)
(xv − xa) (wTM (ab)xb − wTM (uv)xu
)
 0. (2.6)
Note that xu > xb and xa > xv. So from (2.5) and (2.6), we get, respectively, that
wTM (ab) <
xv
xa
· wTM (uv) < wTM (uv) (2.7)
and
wTM (ab) >
xu
xb
· wTM (uv) > wTM (uv), (2.8)
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a contradiction. Thus xzr+1 < xzl−1 . If zr+2 /= zl−2, then replacing the vertices zr and zl above by zr+1
and zl−1, respectively, in the similar way above we can get xzr+2 < xzl−2 . By proceeding in this way, we
can obtain a t such that zr+t /= zl−t , xzr+t < xzl−t and zr+t+1 = zl−t−1. Since the ordering ≺ satisﬁes
(C1) from Claim 1, by zr = α ≺ β = zl , we have zr+i ≺ zl−i (i = 1, 2, . . . , t). In particular, zr+t ≺ zl−t .
Note that zr+t and zl−t are two children of zr+t+1 = zl−t−1, so by the the deﬁnition of the ordering≺,
we have xzr+t  xzl−t , a contradiction with xzr+t < xzl−t .
Claim 2.2. If h(β) = h(α) + 1 then xα  xβ .
Assume the contrary, namely xα < xβ . We distinguish the following two cases.
Case 1. Assume that β is a child of α.
Let P be a longest path of TM containing α, β and v1. Write
P = z1z2 · · · zrzr+1 · · · zl · · · zs,
where zr = β , zr+1 = α, zl = v1, z1 and zs are two pendant vertices of TM . We again distinguish the
following two subcases.
Case 1.1. Assume that β is a pendant vertex of TM .
Write NTM (α) = {zr , zr+2, a1, . . . , as}. Let T ′ be the weighted tree obtained from TM by deleting the
edges αzr+2, αai and adding the new edges βzr+2, βai such that
wT ′(βzr+2) = wTM (αzr+2), wT ′(βai) = wTM (αai), i = 1, 2, . . . , s,
wT ′(e) = wTM (e), e ∈ E(TM) − {αzr+2,αai : i = 1, 2, . . . , s}.
Then T ′ ∈ Γ (Dn,Wn), and from Lemma 2.2 we have ρ(T ′) > ρ(TM), a contradiction with the choice
of TM .
Case 1.2. Assume that β is not a pendant vertex of TM .
From the assumption we have xzr = xβ > xα = xzr+1 . Again by Lemma 2.6 we have xzr−1 /= xzr+2 .
If xzr+2 > xzr−1 , then set a = zr+2, b = α, u = β , v = zr−1. So we still have (2.5) and (2.6). Note
that xu > xb and xa > xv still hold. So from (2.5) and (2.6), we also get (2.7) and (2.8), a contradiction.
Therefore, xzr+2 < xzr−1 . If zr+2 /= v1 and zr−1 is not a pendant vertex of TM , then replacing the vertices
zr and zr+1 above by zr−1 and zr+2, respectively, in the similar way above we can get xzr+3 < xzr−2 . By
proceeding in this way, we can get a t such that either zr−t is a pendant vertex of TM or zr+t+1 = v1
and xzr+t+1 < xzr−t . If zr−t is a pendant vertex of TM then a contradiction will be yielded by the similar
proof to Case 1.1. If zr+t+1 = v1 then this contradicts with the choice v1.
Case 2. Assume that β is not a child of α.
Let γ be the parent of β . We again distinguish the following two subcases.
Case 2.1. Assume that α ≺ γ .
Since α ≺ γ and h(α) = h(γ ), by Claim 2.1 we have xα  xγ . Again from the assumption xβ > xα ,
we get xβ > xγ . This will yield a contradiction by the similar proof of Case 1.
Case 2.2. Assume that γ ≺ α.
From xα < xβ and the choice of v1, it follows that α /= v1. Let P be a longest path of TM containing
α and β . Write P = z1z2 · · · zr · · · zl · · · zs, where zr = α, zl = β , z1 and zs are two pendant vertices
of TM . From the assumption we have xzr = xα < xβ = xzl . So from Lemma 2.6 we have xzr+1 /= xzl−1 .
Assume xzr+1 > xzl−1 . If zl−2 is not the parent of zr , then set a = zr+1, b = α, u = β , v = zl−1. So we
still have (2.5) and (2.6). Since xu > xb and xa > xv still hold,we also get (2.7) and (2.8), a contradiction.
Hence xzr+1 < xzl−1 . If zl−3 is not the parent of zr+1, then replacing the vertices zl and zr above by zl−1
and zr+1, respectively, in the similar way above we can obtain xzr+2 < xzl−2 . By proceeding in this way,
we can get a t such that xzr+t+1 < xzl−t−1 and zl−t−2 = zr+t+1 is the parent of zl−t−1 and zr+t . Since
zr+t+1 is the parent of zl−t−1, by the similar proof to Case 1 we have xzr+t+1  xzl−t−1 , a contradiction.
Claim 2.3. If h(β) h(α) + 2 then xα  xβ .
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Let vi be any vertex in layer i, i = h(α) + 1, h(α) + 2, . . . , h(β) − 1. Then
α ≺ vh(α)+1 ≺ vh(α)+2 ≺ · · · ≺ vh(β)−1 ≺ β.
So by Claim 2.2 we have xα  xvh(α)+1  xvh(α)+2  · · · xvh(β)−1  xβ .
Claim 3. The ordering ≺ satisﬁes (C2).
Let v and u be two arbitrary vertices of TM such that v ≺ u. Then xv  xu by Claim 2. Suppose that
dTM (v) < dTM (u). Write s = dTM (u) − dTM (v). Let u1, u2, . . . , us be the neighbors of u such that they
are further from v than u. Let T ′ be the weighted tree obtained from TM by deleting the edges uui and
adding the edges vui such that
wT ′(vui) = wTM (uui), i = 1, 2, . . . , s,
wT ′(e) = wTM (e), e ∈ E(TM) − {uui : i = 1, 2, . . . , s}.
Then T ′ ∈ Γ (Dn,Wn), and by Lemma 2.2 we have ρ(T ′) > ρ(TM), a contradiction with the choice of
TM . Therefore, dTM (v) dTM (u), namely the ordering ≺ satisﬁes (C2).
Claim 4. The ordering ≺ satisﬁes (C3).
Let uv and ab be two arbitrary edges of TM with u ≺ v, a ≺ b and u ≺ a. By Claim 1we have v ≺ b.
By Claim 2 we have xu  xa and xv  xb. So xuxv  xaxb. It follows thatwTM (uv)wTM (ab) from Lemma
2.4(1), i.e., the ordering ≺ satisﬁes (C3).
By Claims 1, 3 and 4, ≺ is a WBFD-ordering, namely TM is a WBFD-tree. 
Let Ω(Δ, Wn) be the set of all weighted trees with a given positive weight setWn and a maximum
degree Δ.
Theorem 2.8
(1) If Δ = 2 then the WBFD-tree in Γ ((2(n−2), 1(2)), Wn) is the unique graph in Ω(Δ, Wn) having the
largest adjacent spectral radius.
(2) If Δ 3 then the WBFD-tree in Γ ((Δ(s), t(p), 1(q)), Wn) is the unique graph in Ω(Δ, Wn) having
the largest adjacent spectral radius, where 1 < t < Δ, 0 p 1 and s, p, q, t satisfy s + p + q =
n, sΔ + pt + q = 2(n − 1).
Proof. Let TM be a weighted tree in Ω(Δ, Wn) with the largest adjacent spectral radius.
(1) If Δ = 2 then the degree sequence of TM is Dn = (2(n−2), 1(2)). It follows that TM ∈ Γ (Dn,Wn).
So by Theorem 2.7 the WBFD-tree in Γ (Dn,Wn) is the unique graph in Ω(Δ, Wn) having the
largest adjacent spectral radius.
(2) Let Δ 3. Suppose that there exist two vertices v and u of TM such that 1 < dTM (v) < Δ and
1 < dTM (u) < Δ. Without loss of generality, assume xv  xu. Let a be a neighbor of u such that
a is further from v than u. Let T ′ be the weighted tree obtained from TM by deleting the edge ua
and adding the new edge va such that
wT ′(va) = wTM (ua), wT ′(e) = wTM (e), e ∈ E(TM) − {ua}.
Then T ′ ∈ Ω(Δ, Wn), and by Lemma2.2we haveρ(T ′) > ρ(TM), a contradictionwith the assumption
of TM . Thus TM has at most a vertex u such that 1 < dTM (u) = t < Δ. Let s, p, q denote the numbers
of vertices with degrees Δ, t and 1, respectively. Then p = 0, 1 and s, p, q, t satisfy s + p + q =
n, sΔ + pt + q = 2(n − 1). These indicate that the degree sequence of TM is Dn = (Δ(s), t(p), 1(q)). It
follows that TM ∈ Γ (Dn,Wn). So by Theorem 2.7 the WBFD-tree in Γ (Dn,Wn) is the unique graph in
Ω(Δ, Wn) having the largest adjacent spectral radius. 
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Let P(s, Wn) be the set of all weighted trees with a given positive weight set Wn and s pendant
vertices.
Theorem 2.9. The WBFD-tree in Γ ((s(1), 2(n−s−1), 1(s)), Wn) is the unique graph in P(s, Wn) having the
largest adjacent spectral radius.
Proof. Let TM be a weighted tree in P(s, Wn) with the largest adjacent spectral radius.
If s = 2 then TM is a path. So the degree sequence of TM is Dn = (2(n−2), 1(2)).
Let s 3. Suppose that there are two vertices v and u of TM with 3 dTM (v) s and 3 dTM (u) s.
Without lossof generality, assumexv  xu. Letabeaneighborofu such thata is further fromv thanu. Let
T ′ be theweighted tree obtained from TM by deleting the edge ua and adding the newedge va such that
wT ′(va) = wTM (ua), wT ′(e) = wTM (e), e ∈ E(TM) − {ua}.
Then T ′ ∈ P(s, Wn), and by Lemma 2.2 we have ρ(T ′) > ρ(TM), a contradiction with the assumption
of TM . Thus TM has a unique vertex vwith dTM (v) 3. So TM is aweighted starlike treewith the center v.
It follows that dTM (v) = s and the distinct degrees of TM are 1, 2 and s. It is easy to see that the number
of vertices with the degree 2 is n − s − 1. So the degree sequence of TM is Dn = (s(1), 2(n−s−1), 1(s)).
The discussions above indicate that TM ∈ Γ (Dn,Wn). By Theorem 2.7 theWBFD-tree in Γ (Dn,Wn)
is the unique graph in P(s, Wn) having the largest adjacent spectral radius. 
A vertex adjacent to a pendant vertex is called a quasi-pendant vertex. Let Q(s, Wn) be the set of
all weighted trees with a given positive weight set Wn and s quasi-pendant vertices. Let Tn,s be the
WBFD-tree in Γ ((s(1), 2(n−s−1), 1(s)), Wn). By Theorem 2.9 Tn,s is the unique weighted tree in P(s, Wn)
having the largest adjacent spectral radius.
Theorem 2.10. Tn,n−s is the unique graph in Q(s, Wn) having the largest adjacent spectral radius.
Proof. Let TM be a weighted tree in Q(s, Wn) with the largest adjacent spectral radius. Suppose that
TM has a vertex v that is neither a pendant vertex nor a quasi-pendant vertex. Let z1 be any pendant
vertex of TM and let the path from z1 to v be
P = z1z2z3 · · · zrzr+1 · · · zs,
where zs = v, zizi+1 ∈ E(TM), i = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1. By the assumptions of z1 and zs there must be a r
such that zr is a quasi-pendant vertex and zr+1 is neither a pendant vertex nor a quasi-pendant vertex.
Let T ′ be the weighted tree obtained from TM by deleting the edge zrzr+1, identifying zr and zr+1
(denote the new vertex by z), and adding the new edge zz′ such that
wT ′(zz
′) = wTM (zrzr+1), wT ′(e) = wTM (e), e ∈ E(TM) − {zrzr+1}.
ThenT ′ ∈ Q(s, Wn), and fromLemma2.2wehaveρ(T ′) > ρ(TM), a contradictionwith theassumption
of TM . Therefore, each vertex of TM is a pendant vertex or a quasi-pendant vertex. It follows that TM has
n − s pendant vertices, i.e., TM ∈ P(n − s, Wn). By Theorem 2.9 Tn,n−s is the unique graph in Q(s, Wn)
having the largest adjacent spectral radius. 
3. On the weighted trees with the largest Laplacian spectral radius
For any weighted graph G, we call the matrix R(G) = W(G) + A(G) the signless Laplacian matrix of
G. The largest eigenvalue of R(G) is called the signless Laplacian spectral radius of G, denoted by ν(G).
Since R(G) is nonnegative, there is a nonnegative eigenvector corresponding to ν(G). In particular,
when G is connected, R(G) is irreducible and by the well-known Perron–Frobenius Theorem, ν(G) is
simple and there is a unique positive unit eigenvector. We shall refer to such an eigenvector x as the
signless Laplacian Perron vector of G and still denote the component corresponding to the vertex v of G
by xv.
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The following are three results about the perturbations of signless Laplacian spectral radius of
weighted graphs [19,20].
Lemma 3.1. Let uv and ab be distinct edges of a weighted connected graph G and let x be the signless
Laplacian Perron vector of G. For 0 < δ wG(uv), let G1 be the weighted graph obtained from G such that
wG1(uv) = wG(uv) − δ, wG1(ab) = wG(ab) + δ,
wG1(e) = wG(e), e ∈ E(G) − {ab, uv}.
If xu + xv  xa + xb, then ν(G) < ν(G1).
Lemma 3.2. Let u and v be two distinct vertices of a weighted connected graph G. Let u1, u2, . . . , us(ui /=
v, s /= 0) be some vertices of NG(u)\NG(v) and let x be the signless Laplacian Perron vector of G. Let G2 be
the weighted graph obtained from G by deleting edges uuj and adding edges vuj such that
wG2(vuj) = wG(uuj), wG2(e) = wG(e), e /= uuj, j = 1, 2, . . . , s.
If xu  xv, then ν(G) < ν(G2).
Lemma 3.3. Let ab, uv, vb and au be distinct edges of a weighted connected graph G and let x be the
signless Laplacian Perron vector of G. For 0 < θ wG(ab), 0 < δ wG(uv), let G3 be the weighted graph
obtained from G such that
wG3(ab) = wG(ab) − θ , wG3(au) = wG(au) + θ , wG3(uv) = wG(uv) − δ,
wG3(vb) = wG(vb) + δ, wG3(e) = wG(e), e ∈ E(G)\{ab, uv, vb, au}.
If (xu − xb)[(2xa + xb + xu)θ − (2xv + xb + xu)δ] 0, then ν(G) ν(G3).
In addition, ν(G) = ν(G3) if and only if xu = xb and (2xa + xb + xu)θ = (2xv + xb + xu)δ.
According to Lemmas 3.1–3.3, in the similar way to obtain Theorem 2.7, we can get the following
result.
Theorem 3.4. The WBFD-tree is the unique graph in Γ (Dn,Wn) having the largest signless Laplacian
spectral radius.
For a weighted bipartite graph G, since L(G) and R(G) have the same spectrum [20], by Theorem
3.4 we immediately obtain another main result in this paper.
Theorem 3.5. The WBFD-tree is the unique graph in Γ (Dn,Wn) having the largest Laplacian spectral
radius.
In the similar way to obtain Theorems 2.8–2.10, we can obtain the following three results, where
Theorem 3.7 has appeared in [20].
Theorem 3.6
(1) If Δ = 2 then the WBFD-tree in Γ ((2(n−2), 1(2)), Wn) is the unique graph in Γ (Δ, Wn) having the
largest Laplacian spectral radius.
(2) IfΔ 3 then theWBFD-tree in Γ ((Δ(s), t(p), 1(q)), Wn) is the unique graph in Γ (Δ, Wn) having the
largest Laplacian spectral radius, where 1 < t < Δ, 0 p 1 and s, p, q, t satisfy s + p + q =
n, sΔ + pt + q = 2(n − 1).
Theorem 3.7. The WBFD-tree in Γ ((s(1), 2(n−s−1), 1(s)), Wn) is the unique graph in P(s, Wn) having the
largest Laplacian spectral radius.
Theorem 3.8. Tn,n−s is the unique graph in Q(s, Wn) having the largest Laplacian spectral radius.
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